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APPENDIX S2. IMPORTANT CONCEPTS IN THE STUDY OF BIRD 

MIGRATION AND CLIMATE CHANGE 

 

Phenology: the seasonal timing of life-history events in relation to the annual cycle. Also, the 

scientific study of such, for instance with respect to climate change. 

North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO): large-scale climate pattern shown to be a good proxy for 

a variety of weather effects on biological systems. Frequently gauged as the atmospheric 

pressure difference between Iceland and the Azores, it is customarily distinguished between a 

positive NAO phase, in winter resulting in generally wet, mild and windy conditions over 

northern Europe and mild weather in eastern North America (and cool and dry weather in the 

Mediterranean region), and a negative NAO phase, when a reversed pattern is seen in Europe. 

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI): an index of vegetation “greenness” 

obtained from satellite telemetry, shown to be related to the photosynthetic activity of plants. 

Frequently used as a proxy for feeding conditions for birds in arid regions, particularly in 

Africa. 

Migration strategy: usually refers to a classification of migratory movement patterns of 

birds, based on migration distances (long-distance migrants versus short-distance migrants), 

migration propensity (partial, facultative migration versus obligate migration or residency), or 

regularity of patterns (regular migration versus irruptive movements and nomadism).  

Migratory connectivity: for individuals or populations, the linkage (or strength of such) of 

breeding and wintering sites, in a broad sense including migration flyways and the pattern of 

stop-over sites used. 
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Seasonal interactions: recent research suggests that periods of the annual cycle are 

inextricably linked, such that ecological circumstances within one season influence events in 

a subsequent season such as fecundity, survival, and natal dispersal – all fundamental aspects 

of the biology and components critical to population dynamics. 

Reaction norm: the full set of phenotypes that a genotype (individual or population) can 

bring forth in response to environmental variation. 

Phenotypic plasticity: the ability of an organism to respond phenotypically (in expression of 

a genetically determined trait) to environmental variation. 

Microevolutionary change: change in the genetic component of a trait, observable at the 

population level as a directional change in trait values. 

Environmental canalisation: this occurs when a genotype produces the same phenotype 

despite environmental variation. 

Genetic canalisation: this occurs when the same phenotype is produced under different 

genetic environments. 

Genetic variance: loosely speaking, a summarising measure of how much genotypes in a 

population vary. In quantitative genetics, defined as the portion of variance in a quantitative 

phenotypic trait that is explained by genotypic variation. This includes additive genetic 

variation, which is a fundamental prerequisite for evolution by natural selection to occur, but 

also components due to dominance of alleles and interactions between loci. 

Genetic architecture constraints: associations among selected genes that may for example 

cause selection in one trait to be negatively correlated (and hence interfere) with selection on 

another trait. 


